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less than the DICE configuration (hence incurring in a smaller over-
head in layout and area). Moreover, the proposed cell has been simu-
lated, and assessed for critical charge, power consumption, and delay
to overcome the problems encountered in [8]. Using HSPICE, simu-
lation results have confirmed that the proposed memory cell accom-
plishes the highest soft error tolerance through hardening (it has more
than twice the critical charge than the 6T unhardened configuration)
and an impressive power-delay product compared with the other hard-
ened design commonly referred to as DICE. Therefore, the proposed
hardened cell demonstrates superior resistance to soft errors and ex-
cellent performance metric as required for high performance memory
design. Monte Carlo simulation has confirmed that the soft error hard-
ening of the proposed memory cell is accomplished also in the presence
of process variations.
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Efficient Package Pin-Out Planning With System
Interconnects Optimization for Package-Board Codesign
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Abstract—In conventional package design, engineers designate the
ball grid array (BGA) pin-out manually, this always postpones the
time-to-market (TTM) of products due to the turn-around between
package and design houses. Recent papers propose a method of auto-
matically generating the pin-out and taking signal integrity (SI), power
delivery integrity (PI), and routability (RA) into account simultaneously
by pin-block design and floorplanning, thus dramatically speeding up the
developing time. However, this approach ignores the considerations of
shorter path length and equilength/length matching in routing printed
circuit board (PCB) trace and pin-out assignment for high-speed interface
IP designs, such as USB and PCI Express. Since these features are the most
important performance metrics during chip-package-board codesign,
in this paper we propose the ideas to optimize the system interconnects
during package pin-out design. These ideas keep the same minimized
package size as aforementioned recent work and ensure that SI, PI, and
RA can still be considered with significant reduction in design cost. It is
achieved by relaxing the restriction of pin-block side and order on the
package, usually specified by package designers. The experimental results
on industrial chipset design cases show that the average improvement of
our pin-block planner is over 40% when comparing the design cost with
the previous work, among which we have one case accommodated over a
thousand pins. Our ideas also work for any kind of pin-block or pin-group
configurations.

Index Terms—Pin-out planning, package-board codesign, system inter-
connects optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

As silicon technology scales, more and more circuits could be
integrated into a single chip. The amounts of input/output (I/O) signals
increase dramatically per unit area. This trend significantly arises
the complication in package designs and signal interaction between
package and board [1], [2]. The complete package-board codesign
methodology should preserve the signal integrity (SI), power delivery
integrity (PI), and routability (RA) of high-speed signals routing
from package to printed circuit board (PCB) while optimizing the
package size. One codesign approach regarding the automation of
pin-out designation was published very recently in [3]. In this method,
an experienced engineer has to determine the pin configuration
chart based on the location of PCB components. Next, the proposed
signal-pin patterns are selected for pin-blocks construction in package
design where SI, PI, and RA have been accounted for after placing
pin-blocks. It also proposes a near optimal approach to minimizing
package size by mathematical (linear) programming. Finally, this
methodology obtains the final pin assignment by applying a rather
intuitive floorplanner which bends the pin-blocks located in the excess
areas and fills them into the adjacent empty areas.

However, the cost function in [3] only considers the package size,
this work exposes some weaknesses, shown as follows.

• The method in [3] ignores the connections between the ball grid
array (BGA) pins and high-speed interface IP designs, which are
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Fig. 1. Placement of pin-blocks and IPs. (a) Shows the worse pin-out assign-
ment where the pin-block located around the package corner cannot meet the
objectives of shorter path length and equilength (length matching consideration)
on package routing. (b) Shows that our novel planning algorithms can overcome
the drawbacks in (a).

hard macros located in chip, such as Universal Serial Bus (USB)
and PCI Express interface. For the purpose of enhancing perfor-
mance, the package routing for aforementioned IPs should con-
sider shorter path length and balanced nets. Since the I/O pads in
IPs are all fixed, the pin-block bent into two parts or located at the
package corner will not meet these requirements. Fig. 1(a) shows
the scenario caused by a poor pin-out.

• In addition to the considerations of pin-out assignment for IPs,
the pin-out planner should also regard the general requirements
of equilength or length matching for routing PCB traces. Fig. 2(a)
shows the pin-block floorplanning results of [3]. When the floor-
planner locates pin-blocks within the unsuitable region, it will
cause longer wirelength in PCB escape routing. The longer wire-
length illustrated with the darker lines in Fig. 2 will lead to greater
efforts in achieving equilength in PCB routing task. Unfortunately,
designers must predefine the placement side and order for all pin-
blocks in previous approach, it then has no opportunity to change
this circumstance due to these strictly specified configurations.

In order to improve the tasks of package routing for high-speed IPs
as well as the PCB routing, the main objectives of this paper are to
place pin-blocks near the preferred region, and to minimize the total
wirelength and consider equilength in PCB escape routing as shown in
Figs. 1(b) and 2(b).

In this paper, we develop an improved pin-block planner to over-
come the drawbacks mentioned above. Our methodology applies
simulated annealing based heuristic. By defining range constraints and
using a specially-designed representation for pin-block placement,
the proposed method not only optimizes the location of pin-blocks,
but also minimizes the wirelength. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. We first define the constraints of pin-block planning in
Section II. Section III describes an improved pin-block planner with
cyclic number set (CNS) representation, and formulates the cost
function with placement region violation. Section IV shows the exper-
imental results based on the real and larger industry cases. Finally, we
draw the conclusions in Section V.

II. PIN-OUT PLANNING IN OPTIMIZING PACKAGE PERFORMANCE AND

BOARD WIRE-PLANNING

In the typical design flow, designers determine the pin configura-
tion chart based on experience about the locations of PCB compo-
nents and the characteristics of each signal group. The pin configuration
chart defines all critical parameters including the distribution region
(side), placement sequence (order), selected signal-pin pattern, and the
number of power pins. According to the definition of this chart, the de-
signer can finish the pin groups (or blocks) construction for all signal
groups. Next, all pin-blocks will be placed along the defined side and
order in which the first placed pin-block is located at the fixed location.
Finally, after obtaining a rough pin-out designation and estimating the

minimum package size, the pin-block floorplanning algorithm bends
the pin-blocks allocated in the excess regions and shifts them into the
adjacent empty regions. As a result, this shifting technique usually pro-
duces the bent pin-blocks located in the package corner without con-
sidering the package design for high-speed interface IPs such as USB
and PCI Express. Moreover, the constraints defined in pin configuration
chart restrict the margin and flexibility for optimizing the final pin-out.

In order to loosen the restriction from designers and to obtain a
better pin-block placement, we have applied the concepts of defining
the pre-placed modules, boundary constraints and range constraints in
the tasks of floorplanning [4]–[6] and placement [7]–[9] to redefine a
new set of constraints as follows. In general, the power/ground pins
used for supplying power to core logic are arranged within the core
block (Core). While power/ground pins are at the center of package
and located beneath die, the current return path will be shorter and the
heat generated from die can be transferred out through these pins [10].
For these reasons, the core block will be restricted by pre-placed con-
straint and placed at the center of pin-out designation. This constraint
is shown as follows:

• ����� � ����� ������ � � � �� � �� � ������ �� � � � �� �
�� � ������

where ���� ��� is the coordinate of pin �� ��� ������ ��, and ����� are
the width/height shown in Fig. 3.

According to the location of components connecting with the pin-
blocks, we define a new term RangeSide for each pin-block instead of
placement side defined by designers. Fig. 3 shows an example where
the pin-blocks are defined in RangeSide1 when the corresponding com-
ponents are located in the south of PCB board. Therefore, all pins con-
strained in RangeSide1 must be located within the shaded region and
routed toward the south to connect with components. Along the same
rule, the RangeSide2, RangeSide3, and RangeSide4 are defined for the
pin-blocks if the corresponding components are located in the east,
north and west of PCB board, respectively. The detailed range con-
straints for each side are listed as follows ����� ��� �� ������:

• ��	
����� � ����� ����� � �� � ������������ � � �� �
�� � ��������;

• ��	
����� � ����� ������ � ������� � � � �� � �� �
����� � ��� � � �� � �� � ����� � ���;

• ��	
����� � ����� ����� � �� � �� � ����� � ��� �� �
������� � � � �� � �� � ����� � ���;

• ��	
����� � ����� ����� � �� � �� � �������� � � �� �
�� � ����� � ���.

Comparing with the placement side constraint added by [3], the range
constraints define the larger space for placing pin-blocks, thus offering
the opportunities of improving pin-out designation. In addition to the
optimization issue, our proposed pin-block planner also retains the fea-
sibility of package design while satisfying all placement constraints in-
cluding the preplaced and range constraints.

III. RANGE CONSTRAINED PIN-BLOCK PLANNING WITH SYSTEM

INTERCONNECTS OPTIMIZATION

As described in Section II, we will consider the core region (Core) as
a preplaced module which must be placed in the center of the final pin-
out. Besides, pin-blocks will be treated as range-constrained modules
and located within given rectangular regions such that no pin-blocks
are overlapping. This section presents a pin-block planning heuristic.
It applies the algorithm which is based on simulated annealing (called
SA) by using a specific CNS representation.

A. SA Pin-Block Planner

In this method, we use the results of [3] as the initial solution (they
can be replaced by other grouping configurations). This pin-block
planner eases the restriction of placement side and applies simulated
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Fig. 2. Two results of pin-block floorplanning. (a) Shows the result of [3], it causes the longer wirelength (the darker lines) in PCB escape routing due to bad
pin-block allocations. (b) Shows the result from our ideas which provides the shorter wirelength and obtains equilength routing for most pins.

Fig. 3. Our practical range constraints for assigning pin-out. The pin-blocks
are restricted in RangeSide 1, 2, 3, and 4 (each individual shaded region) when
the corresponding components are in the south, east, north and west of PCB
board, respectively.

annealing based heuristic with range constraints. First we introduce
a special representation for pin-block planning, then we describe the
floorplanning approach.

1) CNS Representation: The fundamental problem to floorplanning
or placement lies in the representation of geometric relationship among
modules [11]. Based on the consideration of the constraints and flexi-
bility in pin-block planner, we propose a CNS representation. This rep-
resentation is specially designed for pin-block planning since it can rep-
resent the adjacent relationship between blocks and the starting point
when arranging pin-out. It can also describe all variables in perturba-
tion.

Fig. 4 illustrates the CNS, the parentheses followed by an index
represent the RangeSide, and those indices I, II, III, and IV represent

RangeSide1, RangeSide2, RangeSide3, and RangeSide4, respectively.
Pin-block groups constrained in each RangeSide are denoted as a
number set within the parenthesis. Moreover, the placement sequence
of pin-blocks is determined by the order of number set. For in-
stance, the location of pin-blocks shown in Fig. 4(a) is represented as
��� � ������� 	����
������� ���� . It presents that RangeSide1 is the
first RangeSide randomly selected by the planner, and the first group to
be placed in this RangeSide is group1. RangeSide2, the next selected
RangeSide, contains two groups where the placement order is group2,
group3. Moreover, RangeSide2 follows the RangeSide1, RangeSide3
follows the RangeSide2, and so forth.

Unlike other representations in floorplanning/placement which are
complicated and inapplicable for pin-block planning, the CNS repre-
sentation describes the physical region and the relationship among pin-
blocks. Once the CNS has been determined based on designer input, the
planner can easily place the pin-blocks. Compared with the pin-block
floorplanner in [3], which used 2-D array to store the locations for all
pins, our planner can simply and efficiently transform the representa-
tion to real pin-block placement.

2) Simulated Annealing Based CNS Floorplanning: The features
of CNS presented above simplify the transformation between repre-
sentation and pin-block placement. They also facilitate the optimiza-
tion of pin-block planning in our SA-based algorithm. The optimiza-
tion process is described as follows.

• Solution Perturbation and Neighborhood Structure:
Step 1: Randomly select one RangeSide from the CNS of ini-
tial (or previous) solution.
— Move: Randomly choose two groups in this RangeSide,

then exchange their sequence.
Step 2: Randomly decide the first pin location of the updated
first group then place the pin-block.
Step 3: The rest of groups defined in the selected RangeSide
are placed along the updated sequence determined in previous
move.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of CNS representation and examples of perturbation
process. (a) Shows the initial configuration. (b) Shows the first perturbation
case, the RangeSide2 has been selected and its group orders are exchanged
(Step 1). The first pin location of Group3 is randomly decided, then the planner
places all pins in RangeSide2 (Step 2 and 3). Following the updated CNS, the
groups defined in the remainder of RangeSide are placed (Step 4). (c) and (d)
show another two perturbation cases.

Step 4: The remainder of groups defined in the other Range-
Side are placed according to the sequence determined in pre-
vious solution.
Step 5: Save the updated CNS representation for the new so-
lution.

To produce a feasible solution, after randomly selecting one Ran-
geSide from the CNS of previous solution, our pin-block planner
randomly chooses two groups in the selected RangeSide and
swaps their sequence thus modifying the CNS. The rest of steps
are proceeded depending on the perturbed CNS. Fig. 4 shows
the examples of perturbation processes, (a) is the initial/previous
solution and the placement of pin-blocks starts from group1 in
RangeSide1. Since the RangeSide has been perturbed, the planner
revises the CNS and the placement is reinitiated from RangeSide2
as shown in Fig. 4(b). According to the move, the group orders in
RangeSide2 are exchanged (first step). Next, the first pin location
of group3 is randomly decided, and the planner places the pins
of group3 and group2 (second and third steps). After these steps,
the rest of groups must be located along the range constraints
and the sequence described in the perturbed CNS (fourth step).
Finally, our method saves the updated CNS of modified pin-block
location for next iteration (fifth step). Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the
other two perturbation cases.

• Annealing Schedule: our SA planner uses the following schedule
to minimize the cost function, then obtains an optimized pin-out.
— �� � ���� � � ���� � � �� �����	
 � ���.
where �� is the initial temperature, � is the cooling rate, � rep-
resents the time until the next parameter update, and Maxtime is
total allowed time for the annealing process. After obtaining the
initial solution, the perturbation procedure is iteratively invoked

Fig. 5. Estimations of the cost for RangeSide1. The cost/penalty is the place-
ment deviation induced when pin-blocks are placed away from the defined re-
gion �� � � � � �.

to perturb this given solution and get new solution until the total
allowed time is exceeded.

B. Optimizing Objective Function

For optimizing the pin-out designation, we use the penalty term,
which is the deviation of desired pin-block location, as our cost func-
tion. To emphasize the location difference, its value is set to be the
square of distance estimated between the pin location and the defined
placement boundary. An example is shown in Fig. 5, the designer can
define a preferred boundary as the constrained region ��� � �� �
��� for assigning pins according to the size and floorplan of corre-
sponding IPs. Therefore, signal pins will obtain zero penalty when
they are placed within the preferred region. The detailed estimation of
penalty term in RangeSide1 is formulated as follows.

• Region 1: 	
���� � ����� � �� �����
� when � � �� � ��

� � �� � ��� � ��������.
• Region 2: 	
���� � ��� � ���

� when � � � � �� � ���
� � �� � ��.

• Region 3: 	
���� � � when �� � �� � ��� � � �� � ��.
• Region 4: 	
���� � ��� � ���

� when �� � �� � �� �
���� � ��� � � �� � ��.

• Region 5: 	
���� � ���� � �� ����� ����� ��� � ����
�

when ������� ��� � �� � ������� ���� ������ �
�� � ��� � ��������.

Since designers usually connect power/ground pins with power/ground
planes by using the nearest vias, penalties which are added by
power/ground pins located outside the constrained region will be
ignored in our proposed method. By minimizing the total cost, our
methodology not only decreases the signal-net length but also locates
the pin-blocks near the defined boundary. Therefore, the pin-block
planner can match most of the requirements of shorter path length and
equilength on package design and PCB routing.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have implemented our methodology in C++ and the platform is
on Intel Pentium M 1.7 GHz with 512 MB memory. Five industrial
chipset cases, which act as bridges of all components on motherboard
are used as our benchmarks (shown in Table I). In our experiments,
the penalty term (in Section III-B) which is the placement deviation
is considered as our cost function. For the reason of acquiring shorter
path length and equilength (length-matching consideration) on package
design and PCB routing, the designer can define a preferred region then
force the pin-blocks to be planned in that boundary by minimizing the
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF FIVE TEST CASES WHICH HAVE ENTIRELY DIFFERENT

CHARACTERISTICS. THE GROUP NUMBER IS THE AMOUNT OF INTERFACES

BETWEEN CHIPSET AND INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF PENALTY TERM (PLACEMENT DEVIATION) FOR [3] AND

SA PIN-BLOCK PLANNER. THE RESULTS SHOW THAT OUR APPROACH HAS

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN ALL TEST CASES (“IMP.” IS THE IMPROVEMENT

ON THE PENALTY TERM)

penalty term. In our experiments, we set the center area of each package
side as the preferred region as shown in Fig. 5.

Experimental results are presented as the comparisons of the SA
pin-block planner and our implementation for [3]. Although the SA
planner needs more runtime, the results shown in Table II demonstrate
that the SA planner is better than the previous work in average. Table II
also shows that SA planner has positive improvement in penalty term
when compared with that in [3], and the runtime of designating and
optimizing final pin-out for all test cases is less than ten minutes. For
the design which has enormous pin-block groups, our approaches can
obtain the significant improvement.

As described in the definition of RangeSide, signal pins located in
RangeSide1 will route nets toward the south of PCB board then con-
nect with the components. When our algorithm finds the minimum
cost, it is to drive the pin-blocks to move to the center of RangeSide1
thus theoretically minimizing the signal-net length. Therefore, the op-
timized pin-out designation is evaluated by means of calculating the
performance metric, the total wirelength. Fig. 6 shows an example of
wirelength estimation for pins located in RangeSide1. It is estimated
in Manhattan distance from signal pin to the reference line (indicated
in a dotted line) of each package side. The wirelength estimation for
RangeSide1 are listed as follows.

• Region �: ���������	 
 ���� � ���� when � � �� � ���
� � �� � �� � ��������.

• Region �: ���������	 
 ���� when �� � �� � �� � �� �
����� � ���� � � �� � ��.

• Region 	: ���������	 
 ��� � �������� �������� ����
when �������� ��� � �� � �������� ����� ����� �
�� � �� � ��������.

According to the definition of RangeSide, the reference lines used
for calculating the wirelength in RangeSide2, RangeSide3, and Ran-
geSide4 are individually established in the east, north, and west of
package. The results of wirelength estimation are shown in Table III.
Again, in most cases the SA planner has positive improvements over
[3] by minimizing total cost. However, there is negative improvement
produced by our planner in test case I. Because the pin-block size
and group number in each RangeSide are varied, in our planner all
pin-blocks are located near each center of RangeSide to optimize the

Fig. 6. Wirelength estimation for RangeSide1. The wirelength is calculated in
Manhattan distance from signal pin to the reference line (dotted line on the
bottom).

TABLE III
COMPARISONS OF WIRELENGTH WITH APPROACHES IN [3] AND SA PIN-BLOCK

PLANNER. THE RESULTS SHOW THAT OUR IMPROVED METHOD HAS

POSITIVE IMPROVEMENT OVER [3] EXCEPT THE TEST CASE I (“IMP.” IS THE

IMPROVEMENT ON THE TOTAL WIRELENGTH “WL”)

package performance for high speed IPs. In this case the wirelength
is increased slightly due to the compromise between penalty of each
RangeSide.

As we mentioned in Section I, our method will try to avoid the
bent pin-block to meet the objectives of shorter path length and equi-
length on package routing. However, in out experimental results some
pin-blocks are still bent into two parts after minimizing total cost. That
is because some interfaces possess enormous I/O pins and are grouped
into large pin-blocks in our industrial test cases. Besides, power/ground
pins will not be added penalties in proposed method when they are lo-
cated outside the constrained region. As a result, the bent pin-blocks
are inevitable, but the proposed method will mitigate the impacts. Fi-
nally, the results shown in Tables II and III indicate that in most cases
our methodologies not only consider the package design but also min-
imize the wirelength in PCB escape routing.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an improved pin-block planner with range con-
straints and a representation for automating pin-out designation. Based
on the method of pin-block design in [3], our approach minimizes the
package size and considers SI, PI, and RA as that in [3]. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed methodologies provide signif-
icant improvement especially for large number of pin-block groups.
Furthermore, we can use the range concept to restrict the pin-block
location within the preferred region thus optimizing the package per-
formance and board wire-planning.
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An Enhanced Canary-Based System With BIST for SRAM
Standby Power Reduction

Jiajing Wang, Alexander Hoefler, and Benton H. Calhoun

Abstract—To achieve aggressive standby power reduction for static
random access memory (SRAM), we have previously proposed a
closed-loop scaling system with canary replicas that can track global
variations. In this paper, we propose several techniques to enhance the
efficiency of this system for more advanced technologies. Adding dummy
cells around the canary cell improves the tracking of systematic variations.
A new canary circuit avoids the possibility that a canary cell may never fail
because it resets into its more stable data pattern. A built-in self-test (BIST)
block incorporates self-calibration of SRAM minimum standby and
the initial failure threshold due to intrinsic mismatch. Measurements from
a new 45 nm test chip further demonstrate the function of the canary
cells in smaller technology and show that adding dummy cells reduces the
variation of the canary cell.

Index Terms—Built-in self test (BIST), data retention voltage (DRV),
standby power, static random access memory (SRAM), variation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since SRAM/Cache continues to be the largest and most dense com-
ponent in many digital systems or system-on-chips (SoCs), its leakage
power dominates the overall leakage power of the system. One of the
most effective leakage reduction techniques is supply voltage �����
scaling. All the leakage current components, including sub-threshold
leakage, gate leakage, and junction leakage current, decrease dramati-
cally with a smaller ���. Leakage power decreases even more rapidly
due to the reduction of both ��� and leakage current. Many designs
have exploited ��� scaling during standby and/or active operation for
SRAM leakage power reduction [1]–[4]. However, the scaled ��� not
only reduces cell stability itself but also heightens the sensitivity of cell
stability to mismatch. The data retention voltage (DRV) is the minimum
��� for the cell to preserve its data [3]. Local variation spreads the
DRV of the cells across the chip. To preserve all the data in an SRAM,
��� must be above the DRV of the worst cell within the SRAM array,
which we call standby Vmin in this paper. Standby Vmin varies with
process variations, voltage fluctuations, and temperature changes (PVT
variations). Thus we must address this Vmin variability when choosing
standby ���.

The most straightforward solution is the worst-case based open-loop
approach, in which the standby voltage is picked based on the DRV
for the worst scenario at design time and maintains unchanged for all
the scenarios. Although it is robust, substantial power and energy are
wasted because of two reasons. First, the worst PVT scenario only oc-
curs in extreme conditions like extremely high temperature, which is
rare for most applications. Second, the margin for the worst PVT pro-
tection can be quite large, and it even becomes larger as CMOS tech-
nology continuously scales.
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